From parents to researchers, transitional kindergarten has share of fans and critics
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Brevard’s prices, climate woo the wealthy

Areas most losing their residents to us? New York, S. Florida

Tommy and Mary Beth Corrigan and their three children recently moved to Brevard from Queens, N.Y.

The retired firefighter and his photographer wife — who both had lived in Florida for a short period years ago — are now located in Port St. Lucie, where they purchased a 5,500-square-foot home in Vero Beach. What drew them was the area’s cost of living and proximity to New York. They say, “It’s a shorter drive to New York’s parks, its food and its deal-making, but not to the Empire State’s cost of living. And their children will grow up with sunshine, beaches and more. "This is a moister area for the kids to grow up, and it’s not as congested as New York," said Tommy Corrigan, 44, who jumped the red-state-to-blue state migration. They say they’re enjoying their move and that Brevard County have a really good reputation, and that was the big thing that attracted us to this area."

Thousands of others apparently feel the same, flocking to Florida and Brevard because of

**See WEALTH, Page B4**

**INSIDE**

**BY THE NUMBERS**

663 KINDERGARTNERS
or 12 percent of the kindergarten class were retained, including both TK1 students and kindergarten repeaters.

8,364 KINDERGARTNERS
or 41 percent, were held back across Florida

Source: Florida Department of Education

**PUBLIC INTEREST**

Is Obamacare worth the costs?

Florida premiums to rise, but they offer something in return, Public Interest Editor Matt Reed writes. Page 20A

**SPACE COAST**

Happy Birthday, Coast Guard

Rain doesn’t deter hundreds from attending the 22nd anniversary event at Port Canaveral.
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**SPORTS**

Love of sport fuels coach

Strategy board game inspired Palm Bay High coach Dan Burke to coach football.
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**OFF THE BEATEN TRACK**

Glasses made in an hour or two in most cases.

321-259-3935 •

Students sit in Barbara Mazuro’s TK-1 class at Meadowlark Elementary School in West Melbourne. 

MOMSENSE: ROYAL'S BELLY NICE SIGHT TO SEE

Mary Jo Walters of Palm Bay marks “Green Eggs and Ham” with her daughter China Holiday. S. Walters said she wishes China would not have been enrolled in a TK1 class.

See TK1, Page 3A
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Opal Anderson enjoys what’s left of serenity in rural Palm Bay.
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Hitting a high note

Music store owners boost business by adding lounge, stage in business
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The fifth-grade year as a fresh
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